A method for structure analysis of nanomaterials by electron diffraction: phase identification and unit cell determination.
We report a quick and easy method for a random selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern without rotating and tilting the specimen to perform phase identification and unit cell determination by combined with the XRD softwares. If your TEM is well aligned and camera length is carefully corrected, two-dimensional (2D)-SAED pattern can be directly transformed to 1D-profile after the center determination of pattern, this profile is then imported to XRD analysis packages. Finally, phase identification and unit cell determination can be performed after peak search or precise peak position determined by profile fitting. Two examples, flaky-like TiO2 nanomaterial and TiO2 nanotubes precipitated by the silver nanoparticles, were tested and verified for the validation of phase identification and unit cell determination using this method; the successful crystallographic analysis of one single gold nanocrystal indicates it is still validate for the nanocrystals with the smaller diffraction volume, but need two or more random tilt SAED patterns. This method could be further used in the quantitative phase analysis, structure determination and Rietveld refinement for the nanomaterials if the reliable integrated intensity can be extracted.